ADVENTURE MEETS IMAGINATION

Our new “Nature Trek” is truly groundbreaking.

Featuring nature inspired accents throughout, a Tree-Mendous Nature Trek Attraction helps guests develop balance, upper body strength, agility and pure delight. Children and adults alike will all love navigating through this slightly elevated maze of interconnected walkways, whimsical bridges, and quirky elements. Trek along a log walk to an elevated bird nest, or crawl through a tube net to a climbing adventure within the walls of nature!
RECONNECT WITH NATURE

With an increasing demand for healthy outdoor activities, we strive to make the world a better place through adventures that combine eco-tourism and an experience to thrill.

Our Nature Trek Attraction presents people with an opportunity to foster an appreciation for the environment, to develop physical and mental fitness, and to revitalize their self esteem and human spirit. We incorporate educational elements in each of our builds to align with "STEAM" standards and provide an exciting learning environment for kids.

Nature Trek is a high-throughput activity that requires no customer gear and safety equipment, and very minimal staffing, resulting in an incredibly fast return on investment.

Tree-Mendous received the 2017 New York City 'Annual Award for Excellence in Design' for 'Nature Trek', our Netted Attraction at the Bronx Zoo. Of the three projects we built at the Zoo, "Nature Trek" has attracted the highest number of visitors, selling thousands of tickets a day. We have since seen an increasingly growing interest and demand for this easily accessible, eco-friendly nature attraction.

At Tree-Mendous, we are proud to deliver fun, risk free outdoor activities for all ages and abilities. Our Nature Trek Attractions can be built to comply with ADA standards for wheelchair accessibility to ensure that everyone can be a part of this exciting adventure!

Call (518) 288-2920 to get started today.